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Currently, the decision'making response to an earthquake is lilnited by the ti血e since 北 takes to

identify the extent of damage to buildin牙S. TNs limitation and accuracy rely on various factors,

includin牙 on'site inspections by professionals, structural analysis from en宮ineerin宮 0錨.ces, and Hmited

i11formation due t0 10gistical resources.1t has been observed in past earthquakes that structul'al

en号ineerin牙 Professionals are insU伍Cientto cover the needs ofaⅡ the a任ected buildings. Therefore, new

techn010gies such as struct11ral health m01)itoring end 皿2.C11i11e lear11ing (NIL) can be e皿Ployed to

decrease response time. T11is research proposes several method010gies to use ML methods and 套round

and roof sensors to predict dama套e conditions represented by the maxi皿Um ductility ratio, inter、story

drift ratio, and absolute acceleration on each 丑oor under earthquake conditions.

Moreover,1ncremental Dynamic A11alyses ofthe structures for each case study are carried out to cover

elastic and inelastic behavior.11〕itia11y, a LU血Ped Mass Modelwas used to representthe buildings, and

their dama牙e condition was obtained usin牙 Wavelet spectra as i皿a客es in the convolutional Neural

Network m.ethod. subsequently, tbe 血ethod010部 Was i血Proved usin牙 W'avelet power spectra and a

Proposed selection of records to increase accuracy. The pTocedure was applied to tl)ree'dimensional

ha血e models oftwo actualinstrumented buildin晉S in Japan and an al'tificial Rc building in order to

Consider distinct materials,1ateralforcel'esistin宮 Systems, and structural c01)a牙Urations. Even though

the M牙h accul,acy ofthe previouS 血ethod010gy, it was updated to predict new earthquakes of di丘erent

Characteristics (without a selection 皿ethod010gy), obta血 i11for皿ation on the mai11 Predictin牙 features,

and reduce the biaS 丘0血 Splitt血晉 trai11ing and validation records by usin号 Seven 入IL 血ethods and 27

Intensity MeaS山.es qM) and applied to the two buildin牙Sin Japan、 Later, a new method010部 based on

the previous ML and lMs is proposed to predict new buildin今S and earthquakes.1t was applied t0600

buildin曾S of a m.0皿ent・resistin宮丑'a血.e system archetype. The archetype is desi套ned usin牙 the virtual

Work m.ethod. For a11the 血ethod010gies,11i宮h accuracy W此h low splitting dispersion ofthe predictions is

Obtained, and the buildin音's post'earthquake condition is possible to detectim皿ediately S血Ce the ML is

trained and validated beforehand.

The results wi11 be helpful for c0山ltermeasures after an earthquake, such as evacuatin牙 buildin宮S,

resuming economic and social activities, and miti牙atin牙 future dama牙e by aftershocks.
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